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A 2009 survey of State Specialists (tenure track and non tenure track) showed that
In 2004, Minnesota Extension shifted from a county based delivery model to a 
regional/county model (based on club theory). This evolving delivery system 
encourages much greater regionalization/specialization of Extension field staff. This 
project explores how these changes in the field delivery system impact state 
MN County Cluster vs. Regional/County System





A 2009 survey of State Specialists (tenure track and non-tenure track) showed that 
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specialists. Does the new delivery system increase collaboration between campus 
specialists and field educators? Does this result in improved program quality, more 
scholarship, and/or greater public support? These questions are explored here using 
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By over a 2 to 1 margin, State Specialists found new system 





8 ABM regional educators located around the state.
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Conclusions: Regionalization and Specialization of 
Field Staff Appears to Result in:
Agricultural regional extension educators, including those in ABM, shifted from 
covering a few counties to the entire state.






Future Multi-state Research Planned





State Specialists see more collaboration from Regional Educators 
on various programming aspects.
Minnesota’s club theory model allows counties to hire as many local 
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Researchers interested in participating in a national study of the 
consequences of specialization and regionalization of Extension field staff 
can contact:
William Lazarus,  wlazarus@umn.edu or
George Morse, morse001@umn.edu